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College of the Pacific and Stockton Junior College, Stockton, California, Friday, January 19, 1940

Rowell Is a Bit
Pessimistic Now
Editor Sees No Hope for Quick
Peace in Europe's Wars

Piano Team
Begins
Radio Life
Peck, Harkins Precede
Knoles on Broadcast

MILITARY
OPENINGS
FOR MEN
Army, Marines, Coast
Guard Advertise
Possibilities

No. 16

Big Blow at Pacific!!
Band Is 'In the Mood'

fifteen years In the diadoldrums, the gold ship
A1 Harkins and Vincent Peck,
1 ^
e s Pacific seems to have finally
By GRACE ANTONIUS
c°vering a lot of ground in a comparatively short former artists of the C.O.P. con
U
a
trade
wind
that
wU1
th
..
Lieutenant D. T. Adams of the
ched P
V' p'y
it safely into the greater, time, Chester Rowell, speaker at the third of the Pacific servatory, will make their debut U. S. Coast Guard will be on
as
a
two-piano
radio
team
in
a
<u» y
tmPr°ved harbor of Basehall.
Lecture Series last Monday evening, analyzed the world's quarter hour broadcast of popu the campus February 8, at 10:45
\
-Might before last the Executive latest news.
°f vi, 1 I.
lar and semi-classical music. a. m. to show a Coast Guard film
to,ir
Great Needs of Chinese Students Will
rornmittee of the Pacific Student
v.
IM
Rowell expressed his view that the war isn't yet be They will go on the air at 11:00 and talk about a career in the
U. S. Coast Guard.
Amid "ft" (fan-flares) of trum
Association approved a budgeted ing fought.
Germany
and
Eng-4Monday
just
preceding
Dr.
Be Stressed by Dr. T. Z. Koo Sunday
try to
^ whereby baseball
Viocoholl could
AAlll<4 VIA
pets, , weak-elbowed trombones,
Dean of Men James H. Corson
be land are merely choosing up sides.
Knoles in "World Today." The
off-beats of horns and acute- gas
CiUbs %
combined half an hour of pro announces that students who are
FEASIBLY added to the athletic The lives that have been lost on
EDITOR
Uiu.
At first acclaimed as the most interesting and capable tritis of tubas will be inter-spliced
gram originating in the Campus really interested will be excused
Urogram of the College of Pacific. land so far are insignificant.
A ret,.
Studio will be released through from assembly on that day to Oriental to visit America, Dr. T. Z. Koo has come to be "sweet concord of sounds" as
Lg report of the committee is More battles have been fought at
•nt* "
KWG to all of the stations which attend this lecture, which will recognized on this and other continents as one of the none other save "Pop" Gordon's
w in the hands of the Board of sea than on land, but the number
IinNvip.,
" s0 Athletic
comprise the California Radio take place in Room 111, Science foremost world leaders in church, education, and state. boys can blow forth on the big
Control which will take of men and ships lost at sea Is
event of their concert-calen
Building.
System.
hit
The famed doctor will be presented at the First Presby gest
«
l
action
on
the
plan
within
also
insignificant.
na
dar the annual Band Frolic,
Both
Harkins
and
Peck
have
,ul4 2 the next few days.
Due
to
the
fact
that
there
was
ctloin is
terian
Church,
Sunday
at^
PRESENT OUTLOOK
which tonight will prove the
had extensive training in com a distinct overcrowding last year, 3:30 p. m.
ent
Mr. Rowell sees no hope for
Details of the report, to be
magnetic-point for attracting
position, and are responsible for no one will be admitted and ex
«nta
Dr.
Koo
will
speak
on
"Chinese
SPEAKER
people from city, town, village
found on the Sports Page, are of quick peace in the world. The
the musical arrangements in cused from assembly who does Youth Faces the Future" in be
Pr«
great
question
is
what
will
hap
and
hamlet from miles around.
,
h
a
sound,
forward-looking
uc
Harold
Roger's
musicale
"Stepnot
have
a
card
signed
by
his
'Vlrv, r:e iav,
half of the Far Eastern Student
The place: Conservatory audito
nature that the Athletic Board pen to the United States. His
pin' High."
counselor, or major professor, if Service Fund which is raising
she wing"' a"« gnnot help but. take favorable analysis of the present state of
rium; the time: as usual, 8:15.
RADIO WORKSHOP
in the senior college.
money for the support of Chinese
HOLD TIGHT
'*1 tour 05 action on the proposal. The plan Japanese-American relations runs
In a fifteen-minute broadcast, EXAM DATE
students, and is being sponsored
The Band Frolic this year
1 I ' ASSY
follows:
"Japan
is
ready
to
as
the
Radio
Workshop
Class
will
calls for building a diamond for
Coast Guard Headquarters in
promises to be the best-organized,
rid Hr,
present a dramatization of the Washington, D. C., announce May in this district by Pacific's S. C. A.
future as well as present use, the grant us a favor (as long as her
most smoothly conducted, easiest
REPRESENTS CHINA
first»
need for financial assistance by
'ho
army permits It) the right to
15, 1940, as the date for the hold
waived , Installation of a popular ex-Pa navigate the lower reaches of the
to listen to that has ever been
the
destitute
Chinese
students.
Dr.
Koo,
China's
former
repre
th<
cific athletic great as coach, and
staged during the 11 years that
The script was prepared by ing of Coast Guard Academy En sentative to the League of Na
We
rlgid economy within the limits Yangtze, a river on which we
trance Examinations. Appoint
it has been a major attraction
f> hel(l ti
Carl
Fuller.
Students
partici
tions
and
the
Hague
Conference,
have
full
trading
rights
by
all
of the progressive elements of
on Pacific's bill-of-fare.
ments to the Coast Guard Acad
pating
in
the
program
include:
was one of three chosen from
existing treaties. In return for
1
The first part of the program
emy are won by those who stand
Robert
Laning,
John
Fanucchi,
,, r,l New i the proposed program.
thirty-four organizations to rep
this favor, the Japanese expect
will be an hour band-concert by
Certain It is, if the Board
PROFESSOR ROBERT CLARK, Glen Tanner, Bill Biddick, Bud highest in a nation-wide competi resent the Chinese people at the
a new trade treaty.
the combined College of the Pa
tive examination.
promptly approves the plan, Pa
Second Opium Conference called
"Japan, however, doesn't want late of Pasadena College and now Meyers, Rod Randall, Margaret
cific-Stockton Junior College
cific can get off to an early start
Lefever,
Jean
Caubu
and
Doris
member of the speech depart
MARINE RESERVE
in Switzerland by the League of
#5,p£l
war. The people of Japan never
Band of .75 men and women, the
Bowring.
on
its
renaissance
of
the
National
ly'"""**. hu;
All men students except those Nations in 1925.
wanted this war, and they would ment of the Stockton Junior Col AMERICAN MUSIC
biggest Instrumental organiza
pastime, and Bengal sons will
lege,
was
recently
selected
editor
interested in pre-med., dentistry,
In more recent years Dr. Koo,
tion ever to represent Pacific. A
Heard on "Our American Mu or theology are eligible to enter
again have the opportunity to like to get out of it. The Jap of "Western Speech" for the cur
as secretary of the World's Stu
"free-for-all" In eight 10-minute
anese navy never wanted this
sic"
at
1:15
Wednesday
were
the
see their nine in action on the
sections will constitute the re
war; they've voted against it rent school year.
music of different sects in the the Platoon Leaders Class of the dent Christian Federation, has
diamond against outstanding col
U. S. Marine Corps Reserve.
mainder of the evening's enter
been in intimate contact with
wice.
The
political
parties
never
country
which
showed
the
for
unner
legiate teams in northern Cali
tainment. Competition for first
Of particular interest is the university, civic, and church lead
wanted this war; they've voted
eign influence in American mu
T. Z. KOO, famed Chinese rep and second prizes of ten and five
fornia.
plan
which
calls
for
sophomore
ers
of
Asia
and
Australia,
New
against it three times. The em
sic. As in the past broadcast,
resentative here, at the League of
peror doesn't want this war; he
the narration by Robert Laning students in the Stockton Junior Zealand, and Europe, Canada, Nations, and elsewhere through dollars respectively Is reflected
Ancient History
of the origin of the song was in College who are planning to en and the United States. So im out the world, will speak for the ("glared") in the names of said
Not since 1925, the first year never has."
terpreted with solo and group ter the College of the Pacific, to portant was his counsel that he Far Eastern Student Service replica of the one-time popular
C, 0. P. was in Stockton, has U. S. PROBLEMS
renditions. Margaret Lee sang be signed up during the spring was brought from New Zealand Fund at the First Presbyterian vaudeville era.
Mr. Rowell stated that the
Advance reports indicate that
there been a Tiger baseball team.
"Cherry
Ripe" by Charles Horn, semester of their sophomore to address and participate in the Church this Sunday at 3:30.
the sidewalls of the auditorium
And that season could hardly be treaty between United States and
year,
go
for
six
weeks
of
trainand
the
men's
quartet
composed
World
Conference
at
Oxford,
Japan runs out in a few years.
will begin to bulge long before
called a resounding success.
of Clyde Lindsay, Horace Evans, ing in the summer between the England, in the summer of 1937.
The United States is facing a de
starting time. According to dis
The Bengal horsehiders played cision which may be the most
Sam
Kleinsasser
and
Arthur
sophomore
and
junior
year
and
Dr.
Koo
also
attended
and
play
Speech Magazine Finds Holton, the song by Joseph P.
patches received from outlying
only two collegiate games, losing important decision affecting war
junior and senior years, and then ed an Important part in the ac
districts, high schools, Gait, et al.,
New
Home
in
Stockton
Knight,
"Rocked
in
the
Cradle
of
to San Jose State at Oak Park and peace in twenty years. She
for an extended training after tivities of the recent 1939-1940
are sending busloads of students
the Deep." J. Henry Welton of graduation, at which hime they Peace Conference at Toronto,
on April 1, 3-2, and dropping one must decide what to do to keep
to the event. There are no re
fered
"Life
on
the
Ocean
Wave"
To
Stockton,
the
home
of
the
to the Cal. Aggies at Davis on out of war. What shall she do
are to receive a commission in Canada.
served seats—the whole house
by
Henry
Russell.
the Reserves.
April 25 by the hair-raising score about Finland? How shall she "Stockton Record," the "Stock
will sell at twenty-five cents a
MANY ADMIRE DOCTOR
In the absence of Art Farey,
Only four men a year can be
of 17-14. (And that last one was a c t c o n c e r n i n g t h e J a p a n e s e ton Independent," and the PACI
resting place.
Erwin Farley, former student
Pacific
John
Crhbbe
filled
the
role
of
called at the end of six innings!) treaty?
The band presents:
FIC WEEKLY, comes a new pub technical adviser. Doris Bowring selected. Lieutenant-Colonel W. body president, considers the doc
Finlandia
Sibelius
i Several practice games were
In concluding, Mr. Rowell ex lication, the quarterly journal, prepared the script and Rod Ran K. McNulty will be on the cam tor to be a "deeply inspirational
Junior
College
Tourney
pus February 15 to interview stu
Fugue in G Minor . Bach-Gordon
played with town and high school pressed regret that he would "Western Speech," organ of pro dall the music.
speaker." On his January 2,1940,
Held February 15-17
dents who are interested.
Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring ..
never again see the old Europe fessional teachers of speech in
,clubs.
visit to the University .of..Wash
7......... Bach
ARMY,
TOO
as
it
was
last
sumitier.
'New
Eu
ington, the campus daily's editor
' Incidentally, the ace chucker
the ten Western states.
Overture to "Prince Igor"
GET
YOUR
Ringing
bells
on
the
campus
Under contract with the United said: "A scholar and a gentleman,
of that outfit was "Pop" Stoltz, rope will never be like the old;
The new quarters were oc
Borodine
States Army, the Santa Maria Dr. Koo lived up to all our pre February 15, 16, 17 will not in
now principal at Dixon High new Asia will never be like the casioned by the appointment of
Intermission
PICTURES
dicate
another
false-alarm.
For
old Asia. If the America that ex Professor Robert Clark of the
Airport is training cadets for the dictions and expectations." Dr.
School.
on those days the Intercollegiate Fantaisie for Oboe and Orches
February graduates of the
United States Army Cadet Train John R. Mott wrote: "I can think Town Meeting, headline feature
Later that year Pacific joined ists today is to be the America Junior College speech depart
tra
d'lndy
College
of
the
Pacific
and
ing
Corps.
Graduates
of
Califor
of no personality in all Asia of Pacific's fourth annual Junior Soloist—Hoyle Carpenter, oboist
the Far Western Conference and of the future, then the American ment to the editorship of the
Stockton Jr. College who
nia junior colleges may apply for whose message and influence College Forensic Tournament,
great hopes were held for the people will have to show greater magazine. Prof. Clark came to
(Class of *30)
wish to have their pictures
enlistment in the United States would be more helpful just at will be in full sway.
(Bandstratlon by Robert Gordon)
baseball team In league play in stamina in the preservation of the College with a fine record
in the Naranjado must have
Army Air Corps at any Army this time. He is one of the most
'26, but then came the dusk of their institutions than they have at Pasadena College over a
The sponsor of the tournament Sunday Morning in Glion .Bendel
them taken before February
recruiting station.
thus
far
shown.
Strauss
lucid, convincing, and impressive is the local chapter of Pi Kappa Perpetual Motion
period
of
nine
years.
He
is
at
financial instability which has
1, at Clarkson's Studio, 131
Anyone desiring further infor speakers I have ever heard."
Bennett
-o
present executive secretary of
enveloped baseball ever since.
Delta, honorary forensic society, Africa to Harlem
N. Sutter St. At the time
mation concerning any of these
the Western Association of
Dr. Koo will be presented by but the hrains behind the Town STRICTLY ON QT
Faint, hopeful flickers of light
the picture is taken 50c must
Acts to be presented by so
training programs may consult the Reverend W. W. Long. Fol Meeting are those of the canny
Teachers of Speech and was
started to appear in 1937—flick
UR HAIR CUT
be paid plus 5c for each ad
tournament director at the W.A.
his adviser, the J. C. office, or lowing the talk a silver offering C. O. P.-J. C. speech department. rorities and fraternities are:
ers which have been growing
ditional print.
T.S. tournament on the campus
(Shhhh—You are the first to
Dean Corson.
will be taken.
The innovation is based on the
steadily stronger with the in
in November.
concept that an adequate foreign know the "truth")
DONATIONS GO TO CHINA
creasing security of the athletic
Professor Edward Betz of
Rho Lambda Phi
Via New York all contributions policy must serve the sectional "Pinocchio"
program as a whole. Now, per
C.O.P. and Stockton J. C. will
interests which support it. The "Fashions for Women"
will
be
sent
to
the
Orient
where
haps—in 1940—at last the longact as business manager and co
Mu Zeta Rho
they will be used as student sup delegates are consequently di
PACIFIC AVE. awaited dawn!
editor of the publication.
vided
into
the
following
sec
"Gone
with
the
Breeze"
or
port. Two per cent of the money
The thirty-two page "mag,'
tional groups: Omaha for corn
"Is My Face Scarlet"
Improvements have just been
taken
from
all
relief
campaigns
Stalemate
which comes off the press in
and wheat; Mobile for cotton and
Alpha Kappa Phi
is to be used after the Sine-,
The wars stagger on. Roose completed by the advanced radio January, March, May, and No
tobacco; Pittsburgh for iron and "It Happened One Night".,.
class
on
the
public
address
sys
anese
conflict
to
l-oster
good
fel
velt asks more money for the
vember, resembles the "Reader's
steel; Wilmington for munitions;
Tau Kappa Kappa
lowship between the people of the New York for banking; Philadel
Finns. Congress isn't so sure it tem constructed last year. The Digest" in size. It has a total
"The
Magician
of the Mud
members of the class, Bob Grady,
In the archives of time rest many a quaint and untold warring nations.
circulation of about two-thou
phia for pacifists.
urn wants to dig up any more. Dan Eugene Freer, and Bob Combel- sand.
Flats" or "The Wizard
The
United
State's
goal
is
$35,Subscribers
are
profes
ger of entanglement. Also elec lack, finished a three foot square
tale of the beginnings of things. But undoutedly no
In the first three rounds Town
of Ooze"... Alpha Theta Tau
sional teachers of speech In tale has so many diversified versions as that which sur 000, and Pacific's S. C. A. is at Meeting participants will discuss
tion year . . , F. D. R. third-term baffle for the system.
elementary, secondary, and col round the reversed "would'st be mine?" of Leap Year— tempting to raise $100. Latest the problem with members of "Casey Jones".. Omega Phi Alpha
talk grows. Even old chalkMr. Herbert Welch, instruc
reports from the Orient inform their own sectional grouping. Life Goes to Pacific"
voiced Hugh S. Johnson thinks tor of the radio classes, explained lege-level schools. Contributors that fourth year matrimonial marathon.
Epsilon Lambda Sigma
us that the need is even more
he's a cinch. Mebbe—if he doesn't that a baffle improves the tone are the speech authorities of the
Certainly there can be no questioning of the ad acute than previously estimated. The next three rounds will then "Interruptions from 'Lucy da
Western
states.
The
local
faculty
enmesh the U. S. too deep in the quality of the speaker by allow
bring together .sectional repre
Lamb an' Moe'"
members have been frequent con mitted fact that it really was a subterfuge of designing
—
o
sentatives with policies outlined
Allied cause.
ing more accurate reproduction tributors.
Phi Mu Alpha
and unsuccessful females to create a licensed open sea
win
by
the
original
rounds.
The
prob
The current wars are the "sca- of low notes.
(Incidental music conducted by
Heading the January issue, son on wary males—a camouflage to save embarrass
|»||C$C
lem of these last rounds will be Norman Lamb and the Little
rewiest" ever. Even in the RussoThe advanced radio class is of which is now in the hands of the
ment at the abandonment of the female standard—so
to determine the best policy for
Flnn set to, the old maxim, the fering the public address system printer, will be an article on "The
the U. S., based on the individual Theatre Orchestra.)
hest defense is a good offense, for general use at a nominal Five Dimensions of Speech," by called. But it could also have been a diabolic plan of
o
desires of sectional, economic in
has been turned topsy-turvy. Not rental fee. More radio equipment Dr. Beuhler of the University of the males to humble the gals and thereby satisfy the
terests.
male
ego.
is
purchased
with
the
acquired
only has this strategy been re
Kansas. Another article will
Still, it's a device in keeping with the flagrant comeThe concluding round will be
versed, but it's getting to the fees. The class has already treat the dramatic situation in
a general assembly with the six
point where the current situation bought another speaker with the the rural school. This article has hither trap of the make-up masquerade—and if a man
best speakers, one for each sec
resembles the flag-pole sitting money cleared in this manner. been contributed by Major Bul falls for painted faces set in flour—he must be magnani
"Sportsmanship and Religion" tion, selected by the judges on
Professor
Welch
states
that
the
mous
and
give
the
girls
their
chance.
ontests so prevalent in America
lock Webster of the University
r*c&*
was the topic discussed at the the preliminary showings, pre
system offers much practical ex of British Columbia.
But there are always two sides to every proposal— second weekly Meeting of the senting
3 decade ago.
consensus views. The
perience to the students.
The
retiring
editor
of
"West
Or perhaps it's just a henGrady, Combellack, and Freer ern Speech," Is Prof Bietry of and after all it isn't who says "yea" that makes the Crossways yesterday afternoon at assembly will vote for their re
difference—it's the technique that drug the darn word 4:30 in Anderson Hall.
Washington, D. C., Jan. 19.—
ILING sf mosting contest to see who's are getting the system in order Los Angeles City College.
spective choices after this con
?°nna lay the first egg.
out. So herewith is presented adaptable rules of pro
The American Association of
Milton
Greenblatt,
Les
Dow,
cluding
round.
for
the
Band
Frolic
tonight.
An
SERVICE
During the local editorship of cedure for the 1940 version of "hare and hounds."
At any rate, things look bright- other job the class is working
and Joe Siegfried, who are mem
Debaters will note one major Junior Colleges has received a
i—er for peace on the Western on is a fictitious radio skit for the publication, the John Mulgrant of $25,000 from the Gen
advantage
in the Town Meeting
bers
of
Coach
Stagg's
football
m Front this way. However, some- an art appreciation class final downey Printing Co. will do the
team, stressed the ideals of true there will at least be more people eral Education Board of New
Here's
How
You
Can
Win-Lose
technical
work.
Cffi' (hing must break by March 1
The microphone will be set up
sportsmanship—clean living, fair in the room than four debaters York City to finance a series of
one way or the other. By that in one room and the speaker in
exploratory studies in the gen
;hopP®f
play, and self-respect—as they and a judge.
By BUFORD BUSH
By BONNIE SMITH
time weather conditions will per another where the students will
eral field of terminal education
concern these same ideals of re
mit real action—if the Allies and take the test. The radio class is ROGERS' NEW
in the junior college. Approxi
At last we commence another ligion.
No wonder that in Leap Years
mately 500 accredited junior^
Germany earnestly desire it. But setting up all the equipment.
man, the unattached variety, be Leap Year, the answer to a maid
The Reverend S. Tsunoda, a TOP BLOWN
Many campus groups are tak MUSICAL
comes a thing to be harried and en's prayer (if she can't get Buddhist priest from San Fran
leges are now found in1
who knows?
harassed—a hunted victim beset around any other way). No more cisco and secretary of the Young
States
besides another^
Not even Chester Rowell ing advantage of the public ad
and set up for the miss with a is the feminine password "Wait Buddhist's Association of Amer OFF THE
which are not yet
world - traveled big-time editor, dress service. The system is in GIVEN NEXT
co- could give the answers last Mon use every week at the Com
line (rope). Leap Year tactics and Hope;" it has been miracu ica, will be the speaker for the S. C. A.
nized.
are like sanctioning the acts of lously switched to "Rope the Meeting of the Crossways next
About two-thirds
(In fact, the S. F. Chronicle munity Recreation Hall, and it
Director
DeMarcus
Brown
an
been rented out to many
a naturally prepredatory animal Dope," "Let's Elope," or "Watch Thursday. He will discuss the
students enrolled if
"ri'I "blggie" could hardly talk—out- has
nounced this week that "Step 'n'
Johnsoned the General,
It's all supposed to be a secret, tutions do not contiii
as it dances on the campus. A week High," a new musical comedy by by removing all restraint—same our Smoke."
place of Japanese Buddhism in
A G®
After observing actions of vari
ago the Church of the Crossways
principle as removing the bars
but part of the secret has leaked mal education after ij
Were.)
the
modern
world
and
American
Harold Rogers, will be the next from the cage of a pet wild-cat, ous campus cuties and their man
used It in their program.
out!
junior college. The1
As one comment breathed to us
production of Pacific Little Thea- and then turning it loose, wiles nerisms we have summed up the problems, dealing specifically
oAt least there's going to be will be concerned pi
had it: "if a well-educated, wide
with
problems
of
second
genera
and all on a victim armed with a numerous avenues of approach
tre.
an "Information Pleeze" quiz pro
ly-traveled man like that doesn t Gem and Mineral
in hopes that it will bring aid tion Japanese Americans coming gram and jam session at the with courses and currrl
"Step 'n' High" is the successor toothpick.
semi-professional and
from
Buddhist
homes,
with
rela
Know the answers, it doesn't
to the more timid co-eds who are
to "Hi! Spirits!" also written by CHOICE ADVICE
S. C. A. All-Association meeting character designed to gi\!
tion
to
democracy,
Christianity,
Jhake me feel so bad not to Show at Museum
getting
along
in
age
and
have
Rogers, which wowed the local
Monday evening at eight o'clock increasing body of young
Something has to be done, even
Know."
song, dance, and patter fans last if limited only to advice—so here waited for four years to make and interfaith work among in Anderson sHall.
greater economic competence1
The Haggin Art Galleries and
young
people.
year. As with last year's show, goes in advancing a few choice a killing.
Rumor even has it that civic responsibility. There is iv,
Bi ts of Fluff
San Joaquin Pioneer Museum is
A program of folk music and there's going to be a C. O. P
the leading roles will be taken selections of one hundred ways PSYCHOLOGICAL APPROACH
creasing evidence that existing
You saw a pretty fair country now erfiToiting a gem and mineral by Lucian Scott and Margaret
The main idea is not to let him dance will be presented by a Kay Kyser and Prof. Quiz on the four-year colleges and universi
and means of escaping the sucker
all club last Tuesday, mates, show which museum leaders be George. Other speaking parts line. Suggestions will be con know what you're up to until he group of young Buddhist Japa program. Professors are having
when you cheered In spite of lieve is almost as beautiful as the have been assigned to-. Dick sidered under various preventive has been firmly roped in and nese Americans of Stockton.
an important part in Pacific' ties are not organized adequate
The
Meeting
of
the
Crossways,
Yourselves as the Broncos from jade show.
"Information
Pleeze," but Chair ly to meet the needs of a large
tied
down.
Use
the
sweet
and
approaches,
which
can
be
quickly
Briggs, Ruth Crane, and Chai'
santa Clara tutored the B'engal
The present exhibit closes Feb lotte Smith, all of whom appeared assumed to meet the emergencies subtle approach (if such a thing to which everyone is invited, is a man Effie Calderwood and her part of this significant group.
Stockton Junior College is a
oagers in the rudiments of basket- ruary 4. An exhibit of ninetyof any painful 1940 situation. exists today). If he is a mouse, student-planned group having committee refuse to divulge any
in "Hi! Spirits!"
member of the American Asso
neither
officers
nor
rituals,
clues
as
to
their
identity.
all. The precision of the Barsi nine metal crosses which Hamlin
tell
him
he's
a
man
and
convince
Suggestions
are
based
entirely
"Step 'n' High" is scheduled for
Special musical selections, so ciation of Junior Colleges and ex
Machine on offense was a gor Garland, author, claims were six performances, starting Feb. on the observed actions of a cat him by making him carry your whose aim is to foster a tolerance
geous sight to behold. The Broncs found by psychic power, are now 29. The other dates are March and two mice-actions which were books, tennis racket, and term and respect for members of other far also a mystery, are planned. pects to participate in this im
portant national study.
The sludent body is invited.
ahould give the Trojans a bad on display at the museum. Ad
(Continued on page 3, column b) JContinued on page 3, column 5) creeds.
1 and 2, and 7, 8 and 9.
JContinued on page Z, column 6) mission is, as usual, free.
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Then shall he judge between the nations,
And arbitrate (or many peoples;
And they shall beat their swords into plowshares,
And their spears into pruning-hooks.
Nation shall not lift up sword against nation
Nor shall they learn war any more.—Isaiah 2:4.

FEATURE

EDITORIAL

Another $100,000
The Finns made regular payments on their war
debt, and happy are they that they did so. For
today's popular avocation politically and socially
is aiding the Finns.
It is quite natural for the American people to come
to the relief of a people in distress; Americans see
mirrored in Finnish relief their traditional non
partisan aid to suffering populations. The govern
ment, following civilian trends, has dispelled this
conception for some of us. Proposals before Congress
would cancel the Finnish war-debt, make available
more money for loans to Finland in the exportimport bank, and offer for sale at one dollar each
the new Garrand army rifles.
One wonders that the humanitarian Hoover has
not also come to the aid of the earthquake-stricken
Turks. Evidently popular conception attaches more
suffering to works of man than to works of God.
One wonders, too, why the Italians are heroes for
fighting Russia in Finland and villains for fighting
Russia in Spain.
Condemnation should never be voiced for sincere
efforts to aid the suffering. But, isn't it possible that
a measure of clarification should be evident in our
present "non-partisan" and humanitarian efforts.
Wouldn't "another hundred thousand" do as much
for humanity in the Anatolian region as on the Kare
lian Isthmus? If we continue our social and political
support, let us realize that it may imply a tacit al
liance with one group of belligerents.
Maybe we should fight to save the world; it needs
it!
—B- B•

With demands for additional appropriations pour
ing upon the Executive Committee from as widely
divergent interests as debate, A Cappella Choir,
basketball, and others, baseball was the first to re
ceive official sanction of the Ex. Committee last
Wednesday evening. We should like to raise here
some vital questions that should be answered before
the Board of Athletic Control votes for the adoption
of the new spring sport.
1. Has the PSA Executive Committee given due
deliberation to the proposal? Our understanding is
that the measure was passed while several members
of the committee were absent, and then only by a
voice vote with several members not voting.
2. How many PSA'ers would like to try out for
the team? How many turned out last year for prac
tice? When will provision be made for either fresh-'
man or J. C. squads?
If these questions can be answered satisfactorily,
this may be the year for the expansion of our spring
sports program. Impatience at past delay? should
not, however, lead us to endanger already growing
sports.

R. E, Lee
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Dear Mr. Biddick:
We wholeheartedly agree with COLLECTIVE BARGAIN,^
vour attitude toward "Fooed
'
* j 1r°"'
A tisket, a tusket,
By GALEN HARVEY
Photo Faces," but We believe that
'VsV"
your union covers a rather re Rhizomia got her musket
RADIO IN EDUCATION
Onlookers filled win<j'0
The educational possibilities of stricted group. Your plan calls
radio are but just beginning to for a strictly horizontal union Sorority Circle last Sunfl;iay
be fully appreciated. Without consisting of those people who Sawyer and Wentz shook
doubt the use of radio as an edu
fortunate or unfortunate over the exchange of th
cational medium will be expand are
tional Rhizite Civil War ? ^
enough
to have the publicity (no
KS'>» C"s..-J
ed in the future. As the time
for a set of Alpha ThetaO
goes on, radio increases its posi toriety?) of "Big-Shots."
ware, nine mattresses and ^
tion to serve the public by the
What about the little fellow.
painting. It looks like'U" t
addition of cultural and educa
an
Our plan calls for a union nowned three months the
tional, as well as entertaining,
feud.
come
to
an
end
leaving
which
would
cover
a
wider
field,
programs. The enlistment of
,fh.
to
leaders in various fields to aid a vertical union, so to speak. one wondering just who
last
laugh.
in presenting programs is con Through the Committee for Indig
SffoSttr"""?
stantly being increased by the nant Ostracism we could protect HERE'S DAT SHOOMAN
various networks and private sta the little-fellow, who receives, not
"Ah've been in
fr<
a three column-inch picture, but
tions.
most _ a month and*2^
^-cO'
a
line;
perhaps
only
a
merely
last
Dear Mr. Harvey, you have
came," confided the
m1ost
CainHs
asked us "Of what value are col name (which invariably is mis shoeman.
•v.*ijj'\ at the
leges in the general radio set-up?" spelled), and also the little-man"What came?" We askw
In answering that question may who-wasn't-there, the one who
"My new jacket," anU ,
I say first that the roost import should have been mentioned but "Dat Ole Shooman," proud| "i '
ant objectives of radio are: To wasn't.
We, too, invite all to join our playing a shining new n,Ur„J
entertain and to educate and to
Ple 4 theY'
.V
Union,
Local No. 411, but in keep and gold jacket with a l
be of public service. In recent
years the educational side of ing with our policy of looking bulldog in one corner <4 7^ <sTCJD*~' ore
jfc° plu
radio broadcasting has become out for the little-fellow, do we that's not all," he added,'
1
gonna
have
a
nice
bia
ciJ
pad'
, ,
most important. In keeping with ask you to have such artistic tal
rS
a
the growing educational policy ent as to be able to draw a the back, with College 4 4 1# <* ?°wOl>
I
the affiliation of colleges with facimile of a brussel sprout? We Store printed on it
JJ- RA'
radio stations has become import do not! All we ask is that you that somethin'? Like the'J
yL. H
dT
ant in that it brings to the micro send three (3) man-hole covers Guess Ah haven't seen anvthi P
11
M
that
purty
for
some
time,
i
.
.
•
n
phone those engaged in the busi (one if you have a PSA card)
wrapped in orange and black
it's mighty nice'FIGURE • *TA'NJ.
ness of education.
"Specifically, the affiliation of cellophane, to our office in the
• v iWthe campus studio at the College rear of Men's Hall. We'll proud in the rain whistling in a mono.
R<
profile . - ^
of the Pacific with KWG enables ly send you your membership tone stopping every so
air
us to bring the talents and ideas card as soon as we learn to write. brush an imaginary speck irto UtgDS h '' «,{ T111
cVnrHr,r» n.,
Mil' '"
nK1. . .
Yours very truly,
of young men and women before
p»rp..^
the microphone, to broadcast
The Committee for
sleeve"jjrs hands • •
valuable discussions by professors
Indignant Ostracism.
I.OOK, THEN LEAP
J&S
b
thinking and working in some
And
here
we
are
in
1940
ik
ad
WARD'
particular field. It enables us to
another Leap Year right on onr £ ,„Tr T
FORGOTTEN
be in contact with future radio
doorstep. Feeling a little som
i
material, and in turn, it enables Dear Editor:
the boys in this situation 9*® A M I N A '
bu
the college to place some students
A few months ago your paper for
,' , jr
in the professional radio field as was full of news about a "Sadie we decided to organize a bovt' BOB
well as giving the public some Hawkins Day." It seems to have blind date bureau to help E
an
idea of the high type of educa petered out. What's the matter? out. The first step In organic U P®1,50?3 ' '
tional work in which the college Some of us fellas have gotten to this bureau will be the pr«n. (NING'S voiee *
S 11 6
is engaged in the radio field.
gether with the purpose of lin tation of the No-Rate-a-Dak, ®®' J '»'
"It is my sincere desire that ing up solidly behind the plans Personality Test. Boys who are
1940 may give us greater oppor for such a day. We think that by of age are requested to fill |„ y^ fridgC
tunities in presenting more of all means the school should have the following blanks accorii;
the radio features that can force it for no other reason than the to their personalities.
P/flfl foT
attention upon the excellent financial standpoint. All year we 1. Are you blond, brunette, red
radio division conducted by the fellas have to plunk out money
head or bald head?
, / .r
College of the Pacific.
NO
for the women; why shouldn't
"Thanking you for the many Sadie Hawkins treat us once in «. WW kind « . «,
,nd p„,ri
past favors and also for the op a while? Of course some fellas
-y.
: ikof Mu Zeta Rho ha
Yes
portunity of expressing these few like Lester S. won't agree with
TASTE CHANGES
"'m i.' J.
J ithlybusiness meeting
simple facts, I beg to remain, me because they claim the "Chiv o »
m
From the looks of things in RADIO STATION KWG,
' W * to discuss plans
0
e'
general, 1940 will probably show GEORGE ROSS, Manager." (Of alrous" thing to do is to appear
,T
| ite and fashion show
Yes
No
a marked change in musical ficial outlet for Pacific pro to like to pay, but they can't fool
4.
Whatsis
opinion
of
Stadia,
& ^ Rausch_
me.
tastes. This doesn't necessarily grams.)
Besides, this is Leap Year, and
ur'vemean that swing is oh it's way TO ALL STUDENTS
iscted the meeting,
there is no time dearer to the
out, because there are still going
No ......
a was arranged by Ml
"The California Radio System heart of the original Miss Haw 5. Areesyou vivacious
strong B M
Mft to be loads of marvelous jive has considered it an honor to
silent, or just plain dumb, stocha of
*
bands, but most of the new bands bring to its listeners during the kins, as everyone knows. Come
on, you other fellas, get behind
Yes
No
will be of the sweet variety.
past year programs emanating this plan and save yourselves no 6. Where did you learn your
That's the way the dance band
from the College of the Pacific, end of money.—D. Sabistan.
technique?
r> •
. ,
game goes—in cycles. Your Cut
particularly that program featur
o
ter doubts that the dancing pub
Yes
NO
ooing Up
ing Dr. Tully Knoles, president
lic will go for the icky stuff
If you can check at least te: R TI
Q
The youngest member of the
of the College of the Pacific.
whole-heartedly, but there are
"Radio is perhaps one of the Texas legislature is a student at o f t h e p r e c e d i n g q u e s t i o n s a ' 0 I H 6 J f l O W
lots of reasons to believe that
greatest mediums available for East Texas State Teachers Col "yes" you approach the status Then Take Along
mickey-mouse combos will show
of the perfect date. If the mathe wide dissemination of news lege.
a marked increase.
jority of your answers r
and culture, and responsible lead
There are a very few leaders
in "no" you are a moron
ers
in
the
industry
are
striving
to
SKI
who have diagnosed this trend
will have to work moron
reverting to the saccharine and develop more and better ways of
personality this year.
have rearranged their bands to effecting a closer relationship be
A TALL STORY
tween
our
educational
institutions
suit both the sweet and swing
SPORT!
It seems that just as gei#
radio.
taste. Casa Loma and Hal Kemp and
k!8
men (supposedly?)
"We
feel
that
the
programs
have just about worked out a
By DR. TULLY C. KNOLES
blondes, the tall boys aW
gelIe
happy medium and there's no produced by the College of the
seem to pick up with the slw
doubting their popularity. In the Pacific have been of value to our
by
genuine swing ranks, Tommy stations, and we know that our
May I remind all of you that est girls they can find. Cont«
Dorsey and Glenn Miller have listeners have appreciated them." if you had been as studious in ing for honors in the group t»
been concentrating on the pop H O W A R D L A N E , M a n a g e r , the fall as you are now, it would week are Tiny Phyllis Sta '
tunes and ballads in order to CALIFORNIA RADIO SYSTEM. not now be necessary to work so and 'Long John" Singleton,®
McCarl and Les Knoles, M®
4'^
please the long-hairs. It looks THANKS A MILLION
Thank you for these two fine feverishly for the examinations, Boone and the tallest of
to us as though the gut-bucket
so
soon
to
be
upon
you.
variety of swing is just about letters, Mr. Ross and Mr. Lane.
I have never been able to fig Swaggerty brothers.
ready to throw in the towel. From I am sure the students here will ure out two things about college TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT
At last the day has arrn
now on we'll hear lots about place an even higher valuation students:
suave, sweet, sophisticated and on radio and the programs which
FIRST, I know no class of when frantic and frustrate
of °»l Mli
have emanated from our campus people who complain more of dent Band Frolic directors
Ard,
subtle types of swing.
studios, after having read your the cost of education in time and
Ess,
relax, pull out their few rem
MARDI GRAS JIVE
comments.
money,
and
yet
who
attend
col
ing hairs and pray that
There have been a lot of ques
lege and sit in classes with the won't be too awful. How
tions concerning the orchestra
con,
attitude, "I'll get as little out of anyone forget the riotous p
*ry
**
o
nd
, °^
that will play the Mardi Gras. One Moment,
this
as
possible."
Should
it
not
be
From all appearances, the band
formance of last year • • •
the reverse? "Ill get as much
chosen will be of the name va Please
• • - %\j
out of this as the faculty, the li of the crazy things thaa
riety, and its identity depends on
(Continued from page 1)
brary, and the laboratory have." pened and the fun-mad ca ^
what locality it will be in on or
SECOND, orderly day-by-day This year promises to
time, win or lose, when the two
about the first week in April.
processes of study are subordi even more laughs and en
meet for Western supremacy.
That's why it's so hard to book
Afterthought: Too bad Santa nated to the cumulative method. ment. Yes, it looks as_tho I K.
a traveling band very much ahead
k|J
Clara couldn't be brought back That is, throughout many weeks TONIGHT'S THE NIGHiof time. Even their own bookers
regularity of study is not the
for
another
game
in
the
Civic
aren't too sure where they're
normal; during the last three
Students from five con^ fui . - (
going to be a month hence. One Auditorium. That was a jam weeks feverish activity mars any and
foreign countries ^ -FMPakiy
in ^
diiu 24 iuicigD
thing is sure, anyhow; the combo packed gym Tuesday. Doc Bree- really constructive work.
rolled at Los Angeles u >
den's
theme
song
of
the
week:
will be solid.
Won't you promise that next lege,
"If I Knew Then."
GOODMAN GOOD
semester you will systematize
• • •
your time and study? Please!
This guy Benny Goodman
Apologies: From our proof
Tully Knoles.
seems to be the most lasting of readers to Bob Monagan for that
PACIFIC WEEK
the big-time swingband leaders. adjective "cumbrous" last week.
GREGG PHIFER,
He has his ups and downs, but S'help us, it was written "cucumPhone 9-9121 or W
he seems to have a knack of
STEP LIVELY,
brous." (Hope it came out right
coming up with the choice air this time!)
BILL BECKER,
shows and hotel spots. There's
PLEASE
• • •
no denying the fact that Good
Somebody
slipped
when
Gerald
Applications for editor
Published every
man is one of the better business
the College year by the ^ »8 s
"Bud" Linschied, potential Allships on the Naranjado staff
heads in the dance game.
dent Association. En
j4, -0,
American end, was allowed to
ond class matter Octobe qal j>
may still be made with Bob
GROVE GOING STALE
t, ,
at the Postoffice StocMo^
rC
quit school last week. Surely
M& l 8pt<
Bastian, editor. Deadline is
nia,
The Cocoanut Grove is just there must be some way within
11
Id, under
UlluCl the
tu v *Act oi
Minfi' n-noon today.
Acceptance for rnaiiniB atr f/gu
about due to give us some decent Pacifies means to hang on to a
r
V
rate of postage P'«"
a"
P ? -ii aril""']
It will be possible for stu
tion 1103, October 3,
bands, to our way of thinking. player of Linschied's caliber.
dents
interested
in
work
as
October
24,
After all, Jan Garber and Gene
• • •
staff writers to get jobs
Englander are hardly the bands
"SUBSCRIPTION8
And if you were wondering last
after the editors have been
$1.50 A YEATF FITL
to furnish the shot in the arm
announced. Selections will
that the Grove so patently needs. week who Omega Phi's new
For Advertising Bates.
be made sometime next
See Manager.
|94
We feel sure that the manage- pledge was—Brother Crawford of
week. There are still posi
ment can do better than they the Pacific Avenue Crawfords.
1939
ltM^
Mem
Member
DEI
tions on the business staff
have been for the C.O.P. dancers.
openPlssociafed Co!te6^ e
good swing tempo is exactly
All we ask is a break.
doubled, something goes haywire.
Dummy of the Naranjado
SAVITT SWING
has been outlined, and edi
Jan Savitt and his Tophatters Savitt's outfit make the most of
torial work will begin at
have been doing really excellent their style, however, and you
Editorial
once. Many photographs
work on their spots recently. The cats will probably get a bang out
f *he campus and fall ac
JANET
McGINNIS,
°
f.
distinctive
arrangements
band's style of using "rhythm
BETTY DIXON, SoCiet
tivities have been taken and
with a shuffle" is a good adver hey dish out. And, to add some
BOB CONAWAV, fI*Yur#
sent to the
engravers, assur
J
BONNIE SMITH,
tising stunt, but we feel that it's thing that probably very few of
th
you
know
the
band's
featured
ing
students
of
receiving
KAY
GROSSE,
used a bit to excess. When a
4
JERROLD WALKED,
male vocalist, Bon-Bon, is colored.
their yearbooks on schedule
BOB BASTIAN, Art
s
JESSIE HANNAY, COPJ
sr.*
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WHEN YOU

Read

By GLADYS HUGHES
PLAY SITUATION
This week we welcome the New
Year with a glimpse into the play
situation — submitting lor your
reading enjoyment two plays and
one study ol playwrights. All
three will be excellent books to
while away that extra moment
between term papers and finals.
The _book about the writers
of plays is American Play
wrights by Eleanor F1 e x n e r.
It is stimulating, though slightly
annoying, reading. Miss Flexner's sentiments are decidedly
toward the left wing of American
playwrights, with Clifford Odets
(in his early career) and John
Howard Lawson as her chief fa
vorites.
She believes O'Neil
showed promise, but that he has
denied that early promise in his
later work. Rachel Crothers,
Sherwood Anderson, George S.
Kaufman, and many others are
discussed, their plays ruthlessly
dissected, and their writings pro
Part of the shock required to blast recalcitrant nounced pointless and without
value. Miss Flexner seem never
members of the PSA from their comfortable arm *o have heard of the theory that
chairs of civic and international ignorance will be a drama may be written for en
supplied this Sunday by Dr. T. Z. Koo, Chinese tertainment only—or if she has,
statesman extraordinary, for those who attend his she must have scornfully dis
carded It as conservative nar
lecture in the First Presbyterian Church at 3:30 p. m. row-mindedness. Read it for an
An interesting study in contrast will be laid before eye-opener on the present-day
his hearers when Dr. Koo tells how "Chinese Youth theatre. It won't be boring, we
assure you.
Faces the Future." Students of the old Celestial
EUGENE O'NEIL
Empire cannot help being alive to the issues which
For something slightly differ
threaten not only their schooling, not only their ent in the play line we refer you
nation, but also their post-bellum (if any) world. to Days Without End by Eugene
Let us here suggest that in our preoccupation with O'Neil. It is definitely not one
of his better plays, but it holds
the ill-fated victims of the Russian "Juggernaut" we elements of interest. The hero
take time out to remember that war is still going is represented by two characters
on, as it has for several years, across the Pacific —the man himself and his evil
His finer side finally
Ocean. Are not our brothers under the skin who at nature.
triumphs, but not before there
tend Chinese colleges and universities every bit as has been turmoil aplenty. Stu
worthy of our assistance as the supporters of Baron dents of religion will be interest
Von Mannerheim and his valiant defense auainst the ed in the author's portrayal of
the values of the Catholic Church
Red Army?
to a modern American.
AMERICAN WAY
Third on our list is the new
Kaufman and Hart opus, The
American Way. It is sentimental
Today many schools in the, Southern states are patriotism at its zenith, but it
to be a fairly readable
closed for the birthday of their greatest leader, Cen manages
play. The story of the German
tral Robert E. Lee. It was he who observed that it immigrant and his wife who
was a good thing war was so terrible or we would come to America, grow rich there,
and grow old with their adopted
°w too fond of it.
land, revering it with an intense,
t of such battles as Shiloh, Chancellorsville, and almost fantastic patriotism is not
SieV! erness c a m e t w 0 g r e a t reputations for'Lee, entirely new, but this one man
n- j , e greatest military genius in United States ages to be timely by haviilg
hero die at the end of the
Dira hd second as a leader of men. It was from the
play to prevent his son becom
Four attr 'hute, inspired leadership of men, that ing a member of the American
,! a m c . ? pri , ngs - A s t h e president o Bund. It is the play in which
ton College his character was such that that Frederick March and Florence
Eldridge, his wife, took a holiday
^ollege changed its name to Washington and from the screen last year. Read
University.
it for the story it tells and the
<1 these times of peril and uncertainty the world real patriotism it expresses in
some of the most dramatic
eds more men with courage and vision, men like speeches
we've read in many a
Yobert Edward Lee!
R. q year. The humorous philoso
phers who wrote You Can't Take
It With You have here abandoned
"Viewed in the large, research in the socia comedy for sentimentSlism with
sciences has become of transcendent importance i adequate, if not more, results.
Next Week — Some Recent
we are to know how to guide society into safer ways. Novels.

Shock

:11

NEW UNION

Reprinted from the American Translation of the Bible.
Copyright 1935 by the University of Chicago.

Baseball

TIGER
RAG

N. S. F. A.
NOTES
By MARY JEANNE McKAY
N.S.F.A. President
Among the many conventions
which took place over the holi
days, most important for stu
dent government was the Na
tional Student Federation meet
ing at the University of Minne
sota. Sacrificing five days of
their Christmas vacation, over
one hundred and fifty student
leaders gathered to discuss their
major problems.
Issues on student affairs con
sumed much of their time, while
next to the session on college
newspaper censorship, most hotly
debated question was "Should
Student Officers Be Paid?" After
deliberation, the group's opinion
was the salaries should not be
given to student officials, for
fear that criteria for the offices
would become need rather than
worth, or that college political
connivance would be given too
great a boost.
Upper-most in all the delegates'
minds was the question of how
can students help to keep
America out of war. Their united
approval was given to the resolu
tion that the United States stay
out of all wars and refrain from
giving economic or military aid
to any country engaged in armed
conflict. But they went further
and recognized America's obli
gation to world peace, calling
for a conference of neutral na
tions and for no sabotage of our
own domestic program of social
needs.
o

Banking Class
Visits Banks
in Bay City
"The banking system has been
mechanized. Men used to sort,
count and stack currency and
check by hand; now all this is
done by machines," said Gladys
Sanguinetti in commenting upon
the visit which she and other
members of the money and bank
ing class paid to two San Fran
cisco banks last week.
In the Federal Reserve Bank
the class, divided into three
groups for convenience, was
shown vaults fourteen feet below
sea level, mechanisms for pro
tection against robbery, and ma
chines for stacking and counting
currency.
The American Trust Bank was
the other bank through which
the students were conducted. The
class listened to a speech by the
vice-president of the bank, Mr.
Krick, and a picture was taken
around the board of directors'
table.
—o

Gnerich Speaks
to J. C. Class

Waldemar Gnerich, executive
secretary of the Northern Cali
fornia Retail Druggists Associa
tion, spoke before the Stockton
Junior College class in Consumer
Economics last Tuesday morning.
In his talk Mr. Gnerich stressed
History must come first so that we know how we
the possibility of protecting con
A salamander is the mascot of sumers adequately through the
have behaved and perhaps why."—President Ray
the
student
senate
at
Mount
regular functions of the state
Lyman Wilbur of Stanford University.
Angel College.
and national governments.
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p|G, DIG,
dig
By JANET PORTER

pi

jt might be due to Leap Year
d then again it might be spring

I R 'iT^I
VH(; .

Nl

that

STUB HARVEY arH

"N STHER
MARK holding
E
h*r
DS , . CLEM SWAGGERTY
nn'M.N*
t, Ting so much of EFFIE CAL^Pv\VOOD . . • BOB MONANERWOOD
J,
from home
aN'S girl-friend
rAM'S
ming up to Stockton via the
inroad to see BOB last Sunday
ra . DICK STEBBINS giving
" Jay his ring . . . LEW FORD
V arbling love songs to JACKIE
mTCHIE . . . LEW MORRILL
^tting a gfeen convertible to
Ltch ROXINE'S eyes ... JOYCE
nK Ju» ,VU>|
BLACKMAN and JERRY ^ENTLy going steady . . . SARAH
rAMERON getting an air mail
,eter every day. . . ETHAN HIGVT *h%\,
2* in S\ fIhlS being true to one . . .
BETTY DAHLGREN receiving
red roses on her birthday . . .
JACK COLBERG'S famous stalfO«»
tlon wagon parked in front of
' i
., the girls' dorm most every night.
INCIDENTALLY
l,><>rnan/'' ^ ^
The decorations at the Mu Zeta
**»«Wng N
last Friday night were
#cket
H, llho dance
od and very appropriate—
one Witt> »' very g°
weren't they, FRED COX? . . .
11 •• . tOftitf
have you seen DWAYNE VANCE,
« «t>' JOHNNIE STOLTZ, and FREDwith p
Ski
pIE VAN DYKE who are just a
"1 on SV lew of the Pacific plutocrats
sporting 1940 cars about campus
'ivenfr^i SPEAKING OF 1940 MODELS
What a wow she'd be if she
,for
GAYLE RAWLE'S
only had:
" tnithtv
^an sayS complexion . . . MARTHA GIFFORD'S figure . . . SALLY
n* rvpry , 7 HOGE'S smile . . . JANE KET0
MAN'S eyes . . . PEGGY ED
-U;l
Purp], vl MUND'S profile . . . ROXINE
and HAFELE'S hair . . . CHARMION
CASH'S mouth ... MILLIE BAR
5 N TRAP
RETT'S hands . . . and JANE
M* are
JORDAN'S personality
In
P Veer rttht„ And what a wow he'd be if he
colli,* .
only had CLINT WARD'S eyes
-' l iUI
ttle,
HUGH McWILLIAMS' smile . . .
r* In •hi,
ssite GEORGE TOMASINI'S profile
•o or*anli,
(<1U („ L' «l ,.. BOB ADAMINA'S build . .
iiirnt
•o help L
*t etep 'n orn> JACK RUSSELL'S hair . . . LES
win' he
- tfe! DOW'S personality . . . BOB
the ^o-Rate+i) LANING'S voice . . . and JOE
TUDOR'S line . . .
Tent
•Boy, wh
• •
•
requested to J
hl»nk» Kt, Fashion Bridge
'•eonetltle*.
blond, Nrunetto, Is Plan for
aid head*
heed?
No
d of » car do MZP Mothers
The Mothers and Patronesses
Club of Mu Zeta Rho had their
...No
faat, medium, n monthly business meeting at the
sorority to discuss plans for a
bridge and fashion show March
... No |
first.
opinion of Slit
Mrs. Carl Rausch, president,
conducted the meeting. A pro
... No
gram was arranged by Miss Vivvivacious, stronj ienne Manary. Mary Ranney
Just plain dm was in charge of refreshments.
DE

H

. . . No
lid yon learn

T

. . . No

in check at M
•ceding question
approach the s
feet date. If the
your answers
,u are a mow
to work moron

Going Up
To The Snow?
Then Take Along

SKI

this yew-

rORY
that Just «t
.posedlyD
,e taU boy« ^
:k up w1th,tT
lPy can And-«
.or. In the• J°J
Tiny Phyllh .
John" Singly
d Les Knol«.
I the tallest •
brothers«, THE KIG"1it.

lc »nd ,,reCtort
Fr0liC,rSl
'hray ^at
•nd Sul- &

of lflSf yeV'
IV thing®
fun-i
th« *****

Norwegian
Romance
Opens

Stork Stalks
SpeakersCongrats!

In direct contrast to the three
plays already produced in the
Studio Theater, "Rosmersholm,"
by Henrik Ibsen opens next
Thursday evening at 8:00 p. m.
Miss Audrey Krasnow directs
this problem play from Norway.
The play concerns the love affair
of Rosmer with his maid, and he
is trying to justify himself in
the eyes of the world. A death
hangs over the house of Rosmer,
in the form of the suicide of Rosmer's wife.
The pastor enters politics, caus
ing his rector to distrust him, and
the pastor also quarrels with the
village editor. Paul Leonard
plays Rosmer, and Joyce Wiggins
takes the part of the maid. Don
ald McKinley and Bill Workman
play the pastor and editor, respec
tively. The supporting cast in
cludes Virginia Wright and Bruce
Moorhead.
The costumes will be In black
and shades of gray. There are
no scene changes throughout the
three acts. The show plays Thurs
day, Friday and Saturday eve
nings. All Studio Theater pro
ductions, of experimental nature
only, are directed by students in
DeMarcus Brown's d i r e c t i n g
class.
*

•

*

Epsilon Mothers
Meet Monday,
See Movies
Mothers' and Patronesses' Club
of Epsilon Lambda Sigma held
their January meeting at the so
rority house last Monday. Mrs.
Bond, president, presided at the
business meeting, and Mrs. Bur
ton, Mrs. Tanberg and Mrs. Eby
were hostesses for the afternoon.
Miss Ruth Udden showed her
colored motion pictures taken in
Panama and on the Death Valley
trip. Plans for the February
meeting were discussed, and Mrs.
J. H. Uran invited the club to
meet at her home In Antioch.
The annual April bridge party
was planned for a salad bridge.
Mrs. Lund, Mrs. Bramwell and
Mrs. Goodyear are on the general
chairman committee for this com
ing event.

KNOLES
NOTES
Dr. Knoles leaves today to at
tend the dedication of the new
finance building at the University
of Southern California which will
take place tomorrow. Dr. Knoles
Is a graduate of this university
and also was a member of the
faculty there.
At Riverside Sunday night Dr.
Knoles will speak before the
Riverside Forum to be held in
the Methodist church on "Educa
tion's Responsibility."
He will speak Monday evening
at the Present Day club in River
side.
"The Mission of the Church
Today" will be the topic of Dr.
Knoles' talk at the Presbyterian
church in Modesto on Wednesday
evening.

Visit
/Uab*t

IT'S NEW . . ,
. . . IT'S MODERN

Newest of all Miss
Arden's Sun Essentials to
help you tan beautifully
ond to help conserve the
suppleness and softness
of the skin . . . $1.50

Excellent Work By
Advanced Students

WILL NOT FREEZE IN
HIGHEST ALTITUDES

HOLDEN DRUG
COMPANY
five *
rig"
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BETTY DIXON, Editor

The thesis statement used by
Dan Elliott McCall (eight
pounds) in his initial appearance
Monday morning was "How's
pappy doing, mammy?" Pappy
is the head of the speech depart
ment. Dr. Roy McCall, and mam
my is Mrs. McCall, also active in
speech work on the campus.
At latest report Danny was
developing his thesis into three
topical divisions for more elab
orate congratulations to his
parents.
Claire Star Farey, a much
more mature individual of nearly
three weeks, varied her pros
pectus for campus edification
by dashing off a little one act
thing on "The Joys of Father
hood," intended for the consump
tion of the genial dramatist Art
Farey, and incidentally for Mrs.
Farey.
With Juniors Betz, Brown,
Clark, and Farey, the addition
of the new prospects wil insure
the campus of continued develop
ment of speech—if the hereditary
principle operates.
•

•

•

All Is Forgiven!
"Not My Fault,"
Says Inui
Dr. Inui, Japanese physician
who spoke in assembly yesterday,
has been absolved of all blame
for his failure to appear on the
previous assembly scheduled for
his talk. Since the Japanese As
sociation here did not send him
the proper notice, Dr. Inui could
not keep his appointment. How
ever, he showed up two days later
and apologized for his absence.
Domestic science will be the
theme of the assembly on Thurs
day, January 25. A fashion show
will be given, and an exhibition
of household arts will be featured.
Mrs. Maxine Garrigan and Mrs.
Jean Corry, teachers of house
hold science and art, are in
charge of the program.
•

•

•

Blue and Gold
Are Bridge
Appointments
Blue and gold, the colors of
Alpha Kappa Phi Fraternity,
have been combined for the at
tractive tallies which Mrs. Frank
Moffitt made for the dessert
bridge which the Mothers and
Patronesses Club gave at the
fraternity house las Saturday.
m m *

Room Committee
Has Supper
A supper was given in the S.
C. A. building Wednesday eve
ning for the members of the
Rooms Committee — those stu
dents who are hosts and hostesses
in the S. C. A. building through
out the week. The purpose of
this gathering was to create in
terest in the committee.
Jackie Parker managed the
supper, and among those that at
tended were Jane Gordon, Lor
raine Ingram, Velva Saathoff,
Louise Barton, Evajean Brennan,
and Veryl Gait.
•

NEWBY'S
Beauty School

SOCIETY

*

»

Health Insurance
Air Group Topic

King Football Makes a
Comeback After His
Late Abdication
Due honor to Coach Stagg upon
the completion of his fifty years
of successful football coaching
was featured at the second an
nual Chamber of C o m m e r c e
Sports Spotlight Dinner-review
last Wednesday evening. Stock
ton played host to many sports
celebrities.
Recognition was given to all
sports and athletic activities in
this community. Members of the
College of the Pacific football
team, the Stockton J. C. foot
ball team, the Stockton High
School football team, and the
American Legion Junior League
baseball team were all guests.
Dean Corson, as toastmaster,
Introduced the following guests
from C.O.P. and Stockton Junior
College: Dr. Knoles, Coach Stagg,
Dwayne Orton, Doc Breeden,
Ralph Francis, Doug Dashiell and
Chris Kjeldsen.
The townspeople introduced

APPROACHES ANALYZED,
TAKE YOUR PICK
FOR WOMEN
Mk.' ONLY
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
startlingly analogous to the Leap project. If he is a man, consider
yourself luckier than the aver
Year male predicament.
PSYCHOLOGICAL APPROACH: age girl and hang on tight be
Be all smiles and bubbling with cause this species is getting
happiness. This creates the im scarcer every day.
PHILOSOPHICAL
pression that you're hiding a
One can't afford to be too
defect by putting a new paint
job on an old chassis, thus plant philosophical during Leap Year,
ing suspicion of damaged goods. since this period is one which
This works fine on the naturally calls for action, quick action.
Look fresh and young and at
suspicious female.
tempt a dreamy attitude; if this
Be sweet and dumb! Take all doesn't win him over, try sighing
the wily advances with such at intervals and gazing at him
naive appreciation that the nat dolefully.
ural characteristic for combat
If he doesn't suspect that you
moves the attack on to more re merely ate too much for dinner,
sisting males.
he may succumb. Holding hands
Let your beard grow wild and is always a good type of ap
rough, for unless you accident proach, but remember . . . don't
ally hold hands with the cave be too forward ... let him think
man loving type, the growth has it was his own idea (the mouse).
many excellent points of repul
sion. But you can also turn on FATALISTIC
Just say to yourself that all
the pressure and strike out with
that devil - may - care attitude, things were planned by the fates
recommended for frightening off long ago and if you were destined
to go with the handsomest boy
the timid maiden.
Not without merit is the in the school,—well,—what's to
recommendation that wary males prevent you (besides the fact
travel in pairs. Excellent recom that he goes steady, doesn't like
mendation! On being attacked, brunettes and once told you to
the pair may split and run like your face that you didn't have
the dickens in different direc any chin). Look up his program,
tions—ONE always gets away. plant yourself in an inconspicu
The psychology, of course, lies ous place and swoop down on
in the selection of a partner a him as he leaves class. Tell him
few seconds below your slowest that his girl is an egghead, that
all blondes are stupid and that
pickup speed.
Don't be surreptitious — you the fates willed him to you any
look conspicious peeking around way. Do a good job of it because
it will be four years before you'll
corners.
PHILOSOPHICAL APPROACH get another chance.
To all of you girls who are
Continue to take three meals
a day and as near eight hours waiting for the opportunity and
sleep as you normally get. The still don't succeed, we can offer
idea is to prepare mentally and only sympathy and say . . .
p h y s i c a l l y f o r t h e c o m i n g Too bad for the girl who loses
out,
struggle. But even under such a
"come and get me" approach, it's When Leap Year is no more;
legal to hope that a brunette We only hope perhaps she'll rope
A MAN in '44.
picks on you.
»
*
*
FATALISTIC APPROACH

"Does America Need Compul
sory Health Insurance?" was the
topic of the last Town Meeting
of the Air to which a group of
PSA'ers listened last night in the
S.C.A. building.
Dinner was served as usual for
members of the Town Meeting
group at the nominal cost of fif
teen cents. All interested in the
feature of the program should
sign up on the bulletin board In
the S.C.A. living room by Thurs
day noort.

Next Week
The schedule for final ex
aminations will be printed
next week in the Pacific
WEEKLY.

Announces THE OPENING OF A

Weber and Sutter

2049 PACIFIC AVE.

2051 PACIFIC AVE.

The Pacific Co-op House held
its last sport dance of the semes
ter last Friday evening.
Patrons and patronesses were
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard O'Bryon,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Reynolds,
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Hansen, and
Mrs. George McGirk.
Other r guests were Barbara
Durst, Gladys Hotchkiss, Merriam Spuller, Ema Ruth Gillette,
Jackie Ong, Elizabeth Howden,
Marge Lee, Helen Nordyck, Caro
lyn Grubbs, Nina Turkatte, Jean
Follette, Jane Dashiell, Doris Han
cock, John Fannucchi, Bud Jessup, Melvin Jessup, Ray Leonhayser, Jim Matheson, Andrew
Prescott, Bill Becker, Bill Clampitt, Chet Stevenson, Delbert
Wheeler, Carl Binford, Sam
Smith, Hank Stein, Orvell Flet
cher, Orvil Geofrey, Bob Ander
son, Ray Jones and Don McGirk.
» * •

S.C.A. CABIN
ASCENDS
She's going up! Yes, it's really
true, the S. C. A. cabin is going
up.
Last Saturday a group of fac
ulty members and students jour
neyed to the cabin site and
worked to complete the frame
work and roof. They expect to
finish this part of the building
at their next opportunity to
work. Then, when the finishings
are completed, the cabin will be
ready for occupation next sum
mer.
*hd
Included in last Saturday's
group were Dr. Jacoby, Mr.
Burns, Mr. Gerould, Doug Powell,
and Charles Warmer, head of
the Pacific Endowment Fund.
• • *
MYSTERY
Pacific students may have been
mystified the last two weeks
upon hearing about a Cosmopoli
tan Club with headquarters in
the S.C.A. building. Amazing de
velopments, however, have un
earthed the fact that the Race
Relations Club has changed its
name to the Cosmopolitan Club.
Therefore the solution to the
mystery has been found.

& CLEANING
S01S Pacific Ave.

New Thrift Dept.

Featuring
Special
College
Price*

We Pick
Up and
Deliver

"Th* Boy* With the W*fon'

$2.50 up

,1
/H

PHONE 8-8170

Dress Up Your Room—

Permanent
Waves

Shampoo And
Finger Wave

MONDAY, JANUARY 22

SPORT — AFTERNOON — EVENING

CLARA E. BILLETER

Co-op Enjoys
Sport Dance

Stockton's Finest
Beauty Salon

SHOE REPAIR

In Addition to the Cosmetic Shop

Hosiery, Lingerie, Accessories

Pupils and pedagogues, you
have a date on April 5, 1940, at
the Stockton Civic Auditorium to
behold Pacific's super-gala fes
tivity—the immortal Mardi Gras.
The latest word from Chair
man Lamb is that the program
committee under the direction of
Harry Dupraw will present some
thing new and something old—
the new to add spice and variety
and the old to maintain the tra
dition of the New Orleans test
which Pacific has supported for
the past six years.
Costumes to rent will be pro
cured from a San Francisco firm
by the costume committee,
headed by Melba Jean Loyd. Re
member, funsters, costumes are
necessary for entrance, and
prizes will be awarded to the
most outstanding ones.
The queen contest will be held
the week preceding spring vaca
tion. Women's establishments
should be selecting their candi
dates soon. Candidates for queen
will be accepted from Women's
Hall, Manor Hall, the Pacific Co
op, Epsilon Lambda Sigma, Mu
Zeta Rho, Tau Kappa Kappa,
and Alpha Theta Tau.

GOLDEN STAR

NEW BEAUTY SALON

NEW SPRING PRINTS ...
CLAR-ELISE
DRESS SHOP

MARDIGRAS
WILL HAVE
VARIETY

"Kiss me! Give Up! What must
Gladys and Bob Downs have
be, must be. Where's the ring? been confined to the infirmary
Here's my nose."
the past week with flu.
SURREALIST APPROACH
Bill Stretch, threatened with
Masquerade as a Ham Sand
wich at the Dawn of a New Day. appendicitis all last week, was
kept in the infirmary.
No telling what will happen.

LEE of HOLLYWOOD

Dan Morrison, Prop.

were: Mayor Coale, City Manager
Hogan, Bert Swenson, Harold
Vogelsang, Colonel Allin, Fred
Ellis, Herb Harper, Dr. Dozier, C.
V. Wilbur, Tom Carroll, Bill Max
well Jr., and Messrs. Ed Rimington and A. E. Rembolt.
High School Coaches Fred Solo
mon, Pete Lenz and Gene Stagnero were introduced.
The following visiting college
coaches were presented: "Slip"
Madigan, St. Mary's; Dud De
Groot, San Jose State; Clint
Evans, University of California;
Buck Shaw, Santa Clara; "Crip"
Toomey, Cal. Aggies; Mr. Earl
Bradshaw, Fresno State; Mr.
Malley, University of San Fran
cisco; Hack Applequist, Sacra
mento Junior College; Fred
Earle, Modesto Junior College,
and Verne Hickey, Cal. Aggies.
Immediately following the
booster dinner entertainment was
provided by Elsie Orsi's pupils.
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ON THRIFT
TICKET

COMPLETE CAKE,
PASTRY AND
DELICATESSEN
Open Evening* and All Day
Sunday.

FROM

.50 '

l

ft*"*

J#
1

BURNHAM BROS. 1

SPECIAL PRICES FOR
STUDENTS - - - NOWI

Get Up a Party and Celebrate th? Week-end

IT'S

LARGE DISPLAY OF DRAPES,
FLOOR COVERINGS AND FURNITURE

THE FOOD
THE COOKING
THE SERVICE

And REASONABLE PRICES That Make

lor
111*
•'

v-.Vjn.jji71

;2>"

The OYSTER LOAF GRILL
•luma* ""

417-21 E. Weber Ave.
NITE

CLOWES' DAIRY
Producers and Distribu-;
tors of the finest In
Dairy Products
Farm
West's Lane

Phone j
6-6916:

JOHNNIE'S
MEAT MARKET
S086 Pacific Ave.
(IN BLACK'S)

Where Price & Quality
Meet

Phone 2-7481

Alice Ehlers
Is Musical
Attraction
Within the last few years styles
in music have been in keeping
with the general retrospective
trends of ladies' wearing apparel,
antique collectors and war-neu
trality propaganda, according to
most contemporary critics.
On next Tuesday evening, Jan
uary 23, at 8:15, Mme. Alice Ehl
ers will play a modern harpsi
chord—an ancestor of the piano
which has in the last three or
four years created quite a flurry
for the delicate classics of Scar
latti, Couperin, Rameau, Mozart
and others. She will play in the
Conservatory auditorium, to be
assisted by the Conservatory Or
chestra under Horace I. Brown.
When Mme. Ehlers came to
California for the first time in
1939, she played the harpsichord
on two different occasions with
Bing Crosby and his Kraft Music
Hall program. This lead to a
movie contract under William
Wyler and her performing in the
film "Wuthering Heights."
She made a short series of ap
pearances in the U. S. in 1937 at
the Coolidge Festival at Wash
ington, after which she returned
abroad for bookings which in
cluded the playing of fifty Scar
latti sonatas for the British Broad
casting Corp. in London, followed
by a tour through Egypt and
Palestine. The next year she
again came across the Atlantic
and was featured in three con
certs with the Philadelphia Or
chestra, after which she recorded
two albums of dances for Decca.
The instrument she plays is a
custom-built French harpsichord,
having the basic features of its
predecessor of 200 years ago. It
is larger than the usual, having
a longer sounding board, greater
string length, and two keyboards.
Aside from solos of most of
the famous classicists, Mme. Ehl
ers will be featured in a concerto
for harpsichord and a modified
orchestra composed of Conserva
tory students.
•

*

•

Home Makers
Are Active
Among the interesting activi
ties taking place in the home
economics department recently
was a spring style show, which
was presented by the Simplicity
Pattern Company Thursday
afternoon at 2:25 in the clothing
laboratory. Members of the cloth
ing classes of Mrs. Corry and
Mrs. Garrigan modeled the
gowns.
Roy K. Gebhart, of Breuner's
Furniture Company, gave a talk
to the Household Arts and Deco
rations Class of the Junior Col
lege Wednesday afternoon. Mr.
Gebhart's topic was "Fabrics and
Their Uses in the Home," and
he exhibited an unusual collec
tion of samples.
•

*

»

Donna Is Over
the Rainbows
Donna Ferguson, Stockton
Junior College student, was in
stalled as worthy adviser of
Stockton Assembly, Order of the
Rainbow for Girls, Saturday
night at a joint installation with
the DeMolays. Betty June Ledbetter, also Stockton Junior Col
lege student, is the retiring
worthy adviser.

Three Pledges
Become TKK
Members
Margaret Garibaldi, Ethel
Stark and Marjorie Sage became
members of Tau Kappa Kappa at
a formal initiation ceremony last
Wednesday evening at 9:00 p. m.
Officers conducting the cere
mony were Lois Mae Ventre,
president; Lucille Wilson, vicepresident; Aline Durst, sargeantat-arms; Margo Mclntyre, his
torian, and Marnie Nile, chaplain.
Initiates were presented with
corsages of the house colors. The
serving of refreshments conclud
ed the evening.
•

*

*

STRATTON TO
SPEAK IN
CHAPEL
Vinton Stratton, young student
minister at Je College of the
Pacific, will be the speaker in
the S.C.A. chapel service next
Tuesday, the theme of which will
be "appreciation."
There will be a trombone solo
by Gordon Stewart as well as spe
cial organ work by Professor
Bacon. Marge Lee Is also to con
tribute a vocal solo.
Departing from traditional
chapel themes, the Professor Colliver chapel group presented as
their theme "Peace." The serv
ice stressed the peace found in
the river, mountain and plain.
Miss Frances Bowerman con
tributed a vocal solo, and there
was a flute solo by Alice Keehner. Tschaikowsky's "Melodie"
was played on the violin by Nor
man Lamb.
•

•

•

Unify Speaker
Here Sunday
The Reverend V. Manley Ayers
will appear in a free public lec
ture in the Hotel Wolf roof gar
den this Sunday at 8:00, speaking
on the subject, "What Is This
Thing Called Truth?"
The Reverend Mr. Ayers is a
lecturer for the Unity School of
Practical Christianity with head
quarters in Kansas City. Inter
ested students and faculty mem
bers are invited to attend this
non-sectarian, interdenomination
al lecture,

• • *
Newman Club Will
Hear Farley

Dr. Fred L. Farley will be the
Newman Club speaker next Mon
day evening at eight o'clock in
the S.C.A. lounge. Any Catholic
who is interested is invited to
attend.
The club Is planning a sport
dance, which will be held on
February tenth.

FOUR-HOUR
SERVICE
At Stockton's Most
Up-To-Date Dry,
Cleaning Plant

DU BOIS
DRY CLEANERS
Hmyttng and £1 Dorado
Tel. 5-5383
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"Barsi's Boys Are

TIGER

Indians or Dons,

Bengal Sports Page
BOB CONAWAY, Editor

S
Too Good," Tigers
N
KJELDSEN'S KIDS LOSE
Pacific Outscores Broncos in
A
TWO CLOSE ONES
Second Half Drive, 33-31
R
Sacramento J. C. Quintet Is too
What was almost a complete rout turned into a fairly
Tough for "Dusty" et al
Interesting game of basketball last Tuesday night when
L the Tigers tangled with the Santa Clara Broncos.

fly BOB CON A WAV

Dlsnlaving a shooting and passing attack seldom seen
it court, the
+ V» <-» "PiiDlrlrt'
on
a
"basketball
"Buckin' Pr»ADf>na"
Broncos lOOkfid 3,8
There's no doubt about It, the
•good as a five-horse parlay as
Santa Clara Broncos are a classy
they jumped into an early lead
outfit. And the Bengals aren't entire team. He is, In short, an that was never seriously threat
ideal team player.
ened at any point In the game.
so bad either. (So there, Dottle.)
TRACK STUFF
COACHES RELENT
In his sophomore year "Hot
Harold Davis, the former high The score was 18-2 before
Toddy" Glanlnnl competed In a school flash from Morgan Hill,
Coach Barsl relented and put
game against Stanford and Hank is enrolled in Salinas Junior Col in his second string, and Coach
Luisettl. Toddy was proclaimed lege, the school which last year Francis relented and put In Ms
the superior of Hank, even won the class B junior college first
string. Sounds funny
though the Broncs lost by one meet In this section.' His former doesn't it? The Broncos then
feats
included
periodically
beating
point.
proceeded to Increase their 16

the best sprinters from Califor
LENAHAN HOT
point lead to 18 points as the
Toddy and Captain Joe felipe nia and Stanford.
half ended 30-12.
Although
he
has
yet
to
win
a
are the' only players the Broncos
race from Clyde Jeffreys, his Coach Barsi kept his first
will lose by mid year graduation.
time of 9.6 for the century Is only five in for exactly five minutes
At that, though, there is a big
.2 seconds away from the world's of the second half.. This period
loss.
record. He recently stepped off was a toss-up in many ways;
Les lenahan and Kenny Rogers a 9 flat hundred with a flying excitement, sensational playing,
were the equal of any men on start, which merely means that fouling, and scoring, with Tiger
the floor, Including Hale an<l he was going at top speed when tanking 33 points to Bronco's
Glanlnnl. Lester's second half he crossed the starting line. Also 30. The game ended with the
play was superb; however, he did he has run some fast 60-yard scoreboard shouting 45 for Pa
not receive the necessary support. races and expects to take that cific and 61 for—guess who?
Most of the time he had to drib event from the Stanford flash In
Lenahan and Rogers, sparking
ble the length of the court to the winter indoor meets.
the second period, tanked 14 and
make his shot. Rogers' feat of
We can but wonder if his will 11 points respectively; Lenahan
dropping all seven of his foul be the same fate as that of Les also taking high-point honors for
shots through the net will not Steers. The latter, after promis the game. The long shot artist,
be repeated on many courts. 1 f ing for a number of years that
Bob Monagan, thrilled the crowd,
the high-sprlngcrs' accuracy con he would be one of the outstand
as did Higgins with his floor
tinues he will be in line for sev- ing high jumpers in collegiate
eral trophies, Including the Bravo- competition, finally dropped out game.
On the Bronco side Morrisey
McKeegan award.
of San Mateo Junior College be led with 12 buckets while FeeDON TO .1. C.
cause he could not make the rick and Felipe tied for second
Current rumors have it that grades to enter Stanford.
with 11 points a piece. Captain
several members of the J. C. STRONGER .T. C. SQUAD
Felipe, setting a bad example
casaba squad will soon leave
Recognition should be given to for his teammates, was forced
school for parts unknown. Also thinclad Coach Earl Jackson for out of the game via the four
that a member of the varsity is his ceaseless efforts in the inter
foul ruling.
contemplating a matriculation ests of Pacific and Junior College
Kenny Rogers showed remark
course at Santa Clara. Nice work, track. His latest acquisition is able accuracy by tanking all
if he can get it.
John Giacovoni, a Stockton High seven of the foul shots awarded
Kenny Rogers' little brother flash who usually runs the quar him.
Donald will commence school at ter but could double up In the STARTING LINEUPS:
the opening of the new semester. sprints.
Snntn Clara (6X>
Pacific (45)
5
r Kelly, f
Hale, f
He will add poise and confidence
That which at the beginning Glnnnlnl,
0
6 Hennlngr, f
f ,
to a faltering Cub team. A Pete of the school year looked like an Rtckert, c .
0
2 Dnnlap, c
Ad am inn, g • . . 0
Lenz-coached player, he graduat unbeatable Junior College track Feerlck, g .. .11
3
.11 Dnhl, g
Felipe, g
ed from Stockton High a year squad, has dwindled to only a
Scoring; aubm Santa Clara j Pa»Mngrlla,
4;
Morrisey,
12j
Murphy,
1;
and a half ago, but has attended handful of the original contend McGarry, 2; Mandler, It Case, 4.
no college.
ers. Transfers, lefts, and flunks Pacific) I-ienafian, 14j Higrgrlns, 5)
Rotters, 10; Monagan, 0; McWillAnd a kick! It is the opinion have disappointed the coaches.
Inma. 1. Half time score: Santa
And so, now is the time for all Clara 30, Pacific 12. Officials, Bailey
of this corner that too many of
the Cub basketballers who get good little trackmen to begin and Leith.
ANOTHER LOSS
Into most of the games, are in training for the big meets which
ferior to some on the bench. will be rolling around very soon.
An early shift from zone to
Team men are needed, not that Oh, yeah!
man-to-man defense failed by
type which shoots the ball at
o
five points to subdue the Green
every turn. And the team men
Dons from the University of San
are usually on the bench.
Francisco, the score C. O. P.
Gerald Linschied, end on the 36; U. S. F. 41. Pacific took a
"Dusty" Miller Is the answer to
a coach's prayers. He Is a fight varsity football squad, has signi small lead early in the second
er, one who will never say die. fied his intention of dropping half, but soon wilted under the
His tenacious, fighting game Is from school to help his father. spectacular shooting of a be
of a type which will inspire the Linschied started many games spectacled forward, Fair.
and was named on many all-op Some excitement was caused
ponent teams. His departure
creates a shortage of capable late In the contest when Porter
was ejected from the game for
flank-men.
committing a deliberate foul on
Kenny Rogers. Monagan, Hig
gins, Fair, and Don- center BurThe Dead End Kids
KWMm man shared high-point honors
with 10 digits apiece. Following
—In—
Starts Sunday
is the box score:
XI. S. F. (41)
C. O. P. (38)
Fair, f
lOlTienahan, f
9
De Hrunner, f TlMiggrinn, f
. . .10
Bnrmnn, c ... .10!Rogers, ©
... 3
O'Malley, g .. 5jMcWillam», S 0
—And—
Nesftler, g ... 2'Monagan,
. .10
Scoring subs: XT. S. F.; Olivero,
CHARLES LAUGHTON
5) Porter, 2. Pacific; Adamfna, 1;
Dun lap, 1; Kelly, 2. Half time score i
MAUREEN O'HARA
24-15.
—With—
—Also—
Jane Wyman and Dick Foran

End Quits School

•

"Hunchback of
Notre Dame"

On Dress Parade'

"PRIVATE DETECTIVE"

March of Time

In the Bravo and McKeegan manner

Sat. • Sun. • Mon.
NORMA SHEARER
JOAN CRAWFORD
ROSALIND RUSSELL

"THE WOMEN"
—Also—-

ij&i—

"if;

Fresno Appeals
To S. C. Reds

—Also •
ANN SHERIDAN

"WINTER CARNIVAL"

W. A. A.
Action

BOSTONIAN

DUNNE
SHOE CO.

Business and Professional Directory
SUPPORT OUR
ADVERTISERS!

EAST

to^ "

CORSAGES?

for the

Fighting Tigers

"Go Chase Yourself'
"Carefree"

"Song of the Saddle"
Dick Foran
TUKS.-WED.-THXJRS.

"Submarine Patrol"

Richard Greene - Nancy Kelly
and

"Four Girls In White"

Kent Taylor - XJna Merkel
Wed.—Vic's Country Store
Thiirs.—Free DiKhes to Each
Lady Patron!

NIELSEN BROTHERS

31 N. E. Dorado

Ph. 5-5613

For Refreshment and Fellowship

Your A. W. S. Tea Room
Employing Student Help

"Where Old & New Friends Meet"

COLLEGE
FLOWER
SHOP

Supply Milk

Brian Donlevy
Jacqueline Wells
and

We invite comparison of Quality and Price
with any wholesaler In Stockton.

L

GHftSSS
KftWEH

TO THE WISE BUYER—

MAIN STREET

F R I E D B E R G E R'S

TUXEDO

THE CUB HOUSE

111-317

BOB'S
BOB'S BARBER SHOP

r

EL DORADO MEAT MARKET

Br/M5 & MeKliSAy
for men — for b o y s

wl

-f)

SS»

Fred Astalre - Ginger Rogers
and

WHITE STAG SKI JACKETS. . 3.95 to 8.95
WHITE STAG SKI PANTS. . .8.93 to 13.50
SKI BOOTS
10 50
WHITE STAG SKI CAPS
.! 1.63
SKI HIJNKF.RS and VISORS
.1.00
SKI GLOVES
1.25 to 1.75

fin

yoil
° u Uo f t *

if-vSSJ

Tues. • Wed. - Thurs. - Fri.

°

A"f.> «"

>.

"Thunder Afloat"

"

However, in their recent Eas"

was lost by only five digits, 21-26. town tonight for a return en BASEBALL
son, who averaged 17 poj
<rn'<d in'
The first Sacramento game, how gagement. Although the Modesto
Recommending that baseball g a m e .
H
i
s
l
a
s
t
p
e
r
f
o
r
m
'
R
ever, was a walk-away, 31-53.
quintet outplayed the locals dur be installed as a major sport, the
herald him the equal of the C<l
u p';;
J. C. BLOWS LEADS
ing some parts of last Tuesday's Executive committee appropri
Broncos, Hale and Gian
In the opening game with Sac game, the Cubs are hoping for a
h kn°wl<?«
nini. Wf
ated $650 toward that goal at its liams and Fordy Anderson
at
ramento the Jaysees held the lead win.
any
Tomorrow the Stockton bucket- last meeting. Final approval by mer Modesto J. C. ace, have!'
for the first sixteen minutes, but
after that it was all Sacramento eers will meet a strong Placer the Board of Athletic Control is veloped into a formidable Dai
whyoh
with Higbee, negro center, scor Junior College squad here at necessary to inaugurate the new forwards and should rival
ing almost at will. This was the 8:00 p. m. Wednesday the Jay sport, approval which can come powerful Trojans in sn»J?. ^
eficlai
third time that Stockton had lead sees will travel to Yuba to en
floorwork.
impressively in the first minutes, gage a Yuba Junior College team. at the Board's next meeting.
Bill Cowen, a sophomore ft m
The recommendation stipulates
only to let down when the pres ATROCIOUS EYES
S
a
n Francisco, and Kenny r 1 1
that
a
practice
and
batting
cage
If
the
Stockton
boys
ever
want
sure was on. Stockton, too, seem
son
will probably be the sta
ed slightly lost on the large floor. to win a ball game they will have be constructed on the newly ac
a sure-fire combi,™; W 1 *
15»""v
There were so few markings that to learn how to put the ball quired Knoles Field. Bats, base guards,
ibra would h»r
>VnU
sure to ^uun..
click.
Coach
GOach
Ever.;
through
the
hoop.
Coach
Chris
balls,
suits,
awards,
and
coach's
the locals were unable a number
s' L 0renlrT1'
of times to tell where they were Kjeldsen remarked about the ter salary are budgeted. Elton Ham Dean's ability to manufao 'V
ams from fair
fa,-- matpfi|
^ Is ;> Mis
ctuaiiy t
rible shooting average of the ilton, Pacific graduate and ath good teams
aCt „
standing.
(*e is
pr«<
Cubs in the last game. If they lete who has had several years is a tribute to his coachinhouse
"SAC" HELD
had made three quarters of their of professional baseball experi ities.
In the local gym it was a dif free throws they would have won
ence and holds a teaching cre U.S.F. AT S.F.
day T* only two
ferent story. Sacramento was un the ball game. Another thing the
The University of San Jw >r UPis the proposed coach.
itn final*
able to repeat their score of the local casabamen will have to look dential,
cisco
will
play
host
to
the
IW
Games, to be booked as soon
ng ,tayxSegistratl°n>
evening before. Here the pubs out for is unnecessary fouling.
next Thursday evening |n KP,
s h o w e d p r o m i s e o f w i n n i n g Many of the points of their op as the appropriation is approved, Pavilion In the Bay City
h,pp
are
to
be
scheduled
with
college
throughout the entire game. In ponents were gained via the
home team will probably rule f!
teams
and
local
squads.
Seniors,
the end Sacramento again show gratis method. The outcome of
**
vorites hnnauca
because of their Previous
juniors, and sophomores will be vrvHtoc
Ferndale's gift to the Cubs is ed its superior floorwork and tonight's game would not look so eligible for the team, but not upset win over the Pacific squad
nstitutes
flashy DUSTY MILLER, high passing by plunking two quick dark if the locals would play freshmen. Far Western Confer
The opening Don squad will J
heads
up
ball.
buckets
to
clinch
the
game.
point man in the last two games
The Modesto court is large, ence rules will be followed. A Fair and DeBrunner at forward*
and player par excellence. His DUSTY-BOY
a
and
a zone defense may prove complete squad of fifteen play O'Malley and Nessier at guards'
fighting spirit and scrappy floor
The tilt with Modesto, played its worth. There is also on such ers is to be maintained through and Burman at center. This gnm! ® ' w e e k v o t e d 1
game are great crowd pleasers. last Tuesday as a preliminary to
a large court an opportunity to out the season, to begin March 15 clicked in the Pacific gym J ' of un-American
the Santa Clara-Pacific game, work the ball in for set up shots. and end late in May.
should prove better in their 0«T|
was another close one. The play Height will count, and both
v»««< 5."'"
Sweaters for letter winners and territory.
ing was remarkably slow, each Stockton and Modesto have some half a unit of credit for players
Those making the trip for pa, Lsentat'ves on Caplt
the
team working the ball slowly in tall men on their squads.
have been asked in the resolution cific will probably be: forwards >tiyfe!t th
the back court. At the half-time PLACER STRONG
passed Wednesday night by the Lenahan, Higgins, Kelly and Her!
the means.
ning; guards, McWilliams, Mon Jt the risk of being
FRESNO, Jan. 18.—Earl H. gun the score stood nine up, with
Tomorrow night the Cubs will Executive Committee.
agan, Adamina and Dahl, and '
Committee, w
Wight, director of athletics at the Stockton seemingly on the better be up against one of the strong
centers, Rogers and Dunlap, A .ire the
Fresno State College, today ap end. As the second half opened est teams in California when they
that we agree w
four-day lay-off after the Indian
pealed to athletic officials of the Modesto began to take the ini tangle with Placer Junior Col
encounter will give the Bengals jjieavy opinion,
"big four" universities in Cali tiative, tying the Cubs up in the lege. Last year the home team
ie Dies group has 1
back
court
and
shooting
from
chance for recuperation.
stood
back
and
let
the
Auburn
fornia to re-arrange their an
few worthwhile
1
,!e.
outside
the
ft
civ
vn
five get a good lead with long
nounced track and field schedules
4jef
of
which perhar
then,
Dusty
Miller,
climaxing
a
shots, and when they tried to do
so as to allow the University of
sing the path for the
remarkable
week's
performance,
something,
it
was
too
late.
This
Southern California and Stanford
An of Fritz Kuhr
University to compete in the four almost won the game single year Placer has a new coach,
The ping pong tournament is
rjt from raising a lot >
teenth annual West Coast Relays handed with his fifteen points. Gill Bishop of San Jose State.
Unfortunately the diminutive for
The Auburn school can put a now in the semi-finals and the
Fit Right—Feel Right J hullabaloo, centering
here on May 11th.
team
on the floor that is both finals are expected to start at
ward
missed
seven
out
of
a
pos
COMPLICATIONS
. . They're Walk-Fitted on itself as well t
fast and tall. Henry Triano, ace the beginning of next week. All
jive groups, the con
Wight said the date for the re sible ten foul throws.
of
the
seeded
players
are
still
in
For the three games high-scor forward, is the spark plug of the
lays, set last spring, would be
accomplished compar
the
tournament
except
Marcello
team
and
has
been
instrumental
changed to May 18th to accom ing honors again went to Dusty. in the Placer victories.
1 Avowed object 1
Umipeg.
modate the universities without He scored 31 points to be far and
Bmiftee is to ferret c
About eighteen girls attended
o—
question if there were not so away the highest scorer on the
Arican
organizations
President
Roosevelt
has
been
the
W.A.A.
"get-together"
last
many complications involved. Junior College squad. Many play elected an honorary member of Thursday. They played cards
i leaders; ostensible 1
ers,
highly
touted
at
the
first
of
Two weeks ago Stanford and
the Temple University chapter of I and enjoyed refreshments of po
to be to gain publl
330 E. Main St.
Southern California scheduled a the season, have dropped off in Delta Sigma Pi.
I tato chips, popcorn, and cokes,
I rests.
dual meet for May 11th, leaving scoring.
institutionally, the Ar
only May 18th for their partici COACH UNHAPPY
of handling the
pation in the relays.
Coach Chris Kjeldsen was def
* be lalssez fail
Conflicts in college, high school initely dissatisfied with the fail
of free speech to t
and junior college schedules, lack ure of the team to pass the ball.
of hotel accommodations for May He also seemed disappointed at
|t and THE RIGI
18th, the prior release of national the inaccuracy of the shooting
® LISTENER TO R
GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT
advertising schedules and other and the frequency of fouling. To
JUING HE HEARS
Forty-Nine Drug Co.
involved rarifications were cited night the J. C. meets Modesto
m of an invest
by Wight in his appeal to the uni again, this time at Modesto.
Main & El Dorado, Ph. 2-4893
. 1 e the Dies grou
versities.
Poplar & Yosemite, Ph. 2-5143
S admission that
o
Everything to be found in a
tin
17 WORLD RECORDS
%and WlU of
In the last nineteen years, the
First-Class Pharmacy
They Help to Support You!
,iip
the Ai
During the past thirteen years, Rose Bowl football game has
ON PACIFIC AVE.
the relays at Fresno have grown drawn a total gate of approxi
"ot ,o
i
to the top of the track and field mately $5,700,000.
,e/ that's what C(
For better business positions
COLLEGE PINS
carnivals in the country, seven
TRY THE—
foneho'
teen world records having been
AND TROPHIES
L0W we don't. We
H U M P H R E Y S
broken or tied. Each year more
(Since 1896)
Ca "-? Ublic OP1
Aed
ned and
than 700 athletes compete.
Potent
School of Business
w with
o
—
339 East Main Street
any
SHOE SHINE SERVICE
Fully Accredited—NAACS
aub
s
Twelve tons of rubbish were
' how at
. JEWELERS . . .
California at Weber .. Stockton
Expert Cleaning and Dyeing
work
Utry,
removed from the Rose Bowl sta
of All Kinds of Boots,
ttss ^ d°n't belle,
dium after the Tennessee-South
Shoes,
Purses,
Gloves
th
CHINESE,
AMERICAN
Sn
ern California gridiron battle.
and Belts.
LUNCHES
—
DINNEBS
1
••MEBDES1-v' 55!?*'"
these H the s"
AND
ii
TRY THE
'Noil ah?ays °f
"The Taste Will Tell"
EXPERT SHOE
r3
FARMS 4»
" Exl
J014 Facific Av» •° ' "gainst
lnst spies
Ph. 34)451
REPAIRING
an,
a•8ents
By NAT FEOR
should b<
FRI.-SAT.
ORDERS TO TAKE °VT.
1
2023 Pacific Ave.
Ph. 2-234$
-—
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"Behind These Prison Gates"

WALLACE BEERY

ctC - ^ °

roast basketball.

DUSTY

Joe Penner - Lucille Ball
SUN.-MON.

It's a healthy disease, this playing in the snow, but you
Cnt
Ur br liant C Uectlon of
WMmthSta2gShkie

in

PACIFIC MAY

JOHNNY DOWNS
MARY CARLISLE

&wy/H

The Bengal basketeers travel to Stanford tom,
evening to'meet"
a Redskin squad which, at the""b>
nlng of the season, was^considered a Powerful

tour the Indians won four and lost a one-point
The Stockton Junior College basketball quintet added
t°ur> '
•breaker to the Universitv
'•
Wr-oclra
* °f N.
three more defeats to its already marred record in the
braska.
After dropping one game with
past week by losing twice to Sacramento apd once to
GLOSSY INDIANS
Modesto. However, two of the games were very close. a Modesto five on the home
The outstanding piayer ,
The second Sacramento game was lost by the margin of court last Tuesday, the local
•five points, 32-37, and the Mo Jaysees travel to the Stanislaus INAUGURATE
the#tour was slim Don Wiiiu1
desto game played Tuesday night
a reserve forward from iast

"HAWAIIAN NIGHTS"

901 IMS

Three Tough
Games for
J. C. Boys
Hard-Working Hoopsters
Hurt by Errant Eyes

Let's Win One
Bengal Boys Forsake Our Barn
to Roam in Bay Area

FREE
PRIZES!
1st—A $3.50 College Pil
low.
2nd—A $1.25 College

"On Pacific Avenue"
PHONE 2-6550
Or See
DICK BENTLEY
Campus Agent

OFFICE:
602 S. Center St.
Phone: 2-8220

SIBLEY E. BUSH k|i|
2302 Pacific Avenue

SMILING SHELL
SERVICE

FOR THOSE DELICIOUS
FROSTED

MALTS

Lubrication By
Roy "Chopper'

i ,clit*ient on"Canisrn
«ner

cJl ,atter

<1 the l^biitt, W
r, "fOst mU °hl
n to >-Amorl
c

Pennant.

If you can guess how many
3c stamps or lc postal cards
were handled by the College
Bookstore in 1939 . . . For
further details see last week's
Weekly or ask us.
COME IN AND REGISTER
YOUR GUESS TODAY!
CONTEST CLOSES FEB. 1
Also if you have any books
to sell, bring them In now
and get more for them at

Your College
Bookstore
"On The Campus For You"

BLEWETT'S
YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD STORE

All Flavors
Ice Cream
Made Fresh
DAILY!
ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

Snappy Fountain
Service
FREE DELIVERY
Phone 2-2830

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California
Office:
330 S. California

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.

"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

PAT DUNLAP

Campus Represen
109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4618
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BLUE RIBBON
Dairy Product®
Serve Pacif|C
448 West Fremo^
Phone 8-8613
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